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Hello,
I am a Quality Assurance consultant in the medical cannabis industry. I am currently
investigating the state laws for medical cannabis nationwide. Upon reviewing AAC 306 Regulations for the Marijuana Control Board, I am very impressed with the level of oversight
and control that the state has implemented. I only had a couple of questions that I was hoping
you could help me with:
306.475 mentions that cultivation facilities must list cannabinoid profile, microbial and
solvent test results, and a list of contaminants on the label of the shipping container.
However, I do not see anywhere in the law where this information gets to the final
product label that the patient receives. Is there any requirement for this information to
be visible to the patient? Or is the purpose to maintain documentation on file
throughout the supply chain in case of any issues?
306.475 mentions that if the cultivation facility has not tested for one of the
contaminants, that they must indicate this on the label. In what circumstances would it
be acceptable for a batch to not be fully tested? If the batch is not fully tested by the
cultivation facility, is the manufacturer (processor) or retailer responsible for completing
any testing that was not performed?
306.645 states “testing for the listed residual solvents and metals on the listed marijuana
products are required as follows…” and then there are a list a solvents with limits listed.
Are there any limits set on metals? I don’t see any metals listed here.
Has the proficiency testing program per 306.625 become available in the state? If not,
is there an expected date?
I appreciate your response and thank you for your time!
Thanks,

________________________________
Antoinette Duncan
President and CEO

info@duncanlifesciences.com
www.duncanlifesciences.com
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Received and to be added on the Agenda for MCB Meeting 2.20.019
Respectfully,
Campbell Anderson
Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office
Dept. of Commerce, Community and
Economic Development
550 W. 7th AVE, STE 1600
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 269-0350
amco.admin@alaska.gov
https://www.commerce.alaska.gov/web/amco/
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This is for the MCB's mailbox.
Jane
-----Original Message----From: Bryan <pherson_family@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2018 4:47 PM
To: Marijuana Licensing (CED sponsored) <marijuana.licensing@alaska.gov>
Subject: Marijuana Advertising
Hi AMCO,
I have a question about Marijuana advertising.
This last couple of months, I have heard on the local Fairbanks radio station, TED FM, 103.9 - that this program is
"brought to you by Good Cannabis at the Northgate square. That is where I get my mistletoe.”
I do not know what the regulations are, but this is an audience of children to adult that listen to this radio station and
I strongly feel that this form of advertising is inappropriate. To provide a radio program “service" by a business
called 'Good Cannabis” is misleading and unduly promotes the notion that this is a safe thing for kids to try because
it is “good.”
I do not agree with this advertising scheme and would like to know if indeed this is appropriate based on the current
regulations.
Thank you for your assistance in clarifying this for me.
Bryan Pherson
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Hello,
My name is Eric Riemer and I live in Ketchikan, AK. I am in the process of acquiring a borough permit to operate a
cannabis retail store from the local government, and currently working with local government bodies contemplating
local policy options in regards to transportation and on-site consumption. I have several questions and comments
that speak to these matters:
We know that testing of legally cultivated cannabis is required by state law. Ketchikan, an island community,
would be impacted by the distance of our cultivators from licensed state testing facilities. My questions that speak
to this issue are as follows: has the MCB considered the option of mobile testing facilities? I realize it would fall to
the private sector to create such a business, but would the MCB be open to permitting a mobile facility? Second, is
the MCB considering a waiver for the State Marine Highway to allow transportation of small amounts of marijuana
to travel from remote cultivation sites to testing facilities? Perhaps the waiver would go to individual cultivation
transporters (IE here is your waiver allowing you to transport x grams of cannabis)? To further that question, has
the MCB considered the option of transporting larger amounts of cannabis from mainland cultivators to smaller
island communities for retail sale? Here again a waiver system could prove useful.
Another question I had concerns cannabis grown out of state; could an out of state grower apply to be registered on
Alaska's seed-to-sale system? Consider a grower or product manufacturer in Washington state that wishes to
distribute product in Alaska; could they be registered in Alaska's testing/growing database and legally sell products
to Alaskan retail shops if their products were logged and testing in the same manner as cannabis and cannabis
products grown and manufactured within Alaska?
My final questions and comments have to do with on-site consumption of cannabis in retail stores. The state
legislation body is considering a state wide ban on smoking in public buildings to protect the health of employees.
There has been discussion of a waiver - or alternate bill - for tobacco shops to exempt them from this law. Does the
MCB plan on issuing a waiver for retail cannabis stores to allow consumption on-site? If so, what will on-site
consumption look like in retail shops? Specifically, will consumption be confined to 'back rooms or lounges'
separated by walls/doors from the main body of the shop? Or will consumption areas be determined by individual
businesses?
Our vision of on-site consumption is to have an upstairs and back room lounge where consumption is allowed, and
keep the main shop body smoke-free. We would prefer to NOT have a negative pressure system in place for
consumption areas, due to both the prohibitive cost and uninviting, septic atmosphere such a division would cause in
our establishment. The basic model of a dutch coffee shop is what we would encourage the MCB to adopt in
regards to on-site consumption policy.
We realize that this is an emerging field and there are many grey areas, and at this point even more questions than
answers. If the MCB is interested in comments and feedback from private sector establishments, we would be
happy to share our views on any issues that arise in the spirit of synergy between policy and practice.
Thank you for your time, and we look forward to your response.
Eric Riemer
E & M Holdings
Ketchilan, AK 99901
907-617-7669
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This is for the marijuana inbox.

Jane Sawyer
Occupational Licensing Examiner
Alcohol and Marijuana Control Office
907-269-0350
From: CEDP-TUNDRASHREW <CEDP-TUNDRASHREW@alaska.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2019 1:35 PM
To: Sawyer, Jane Preston (CED) <jane.sawyer@alaska.gov>
Subject: Objection-NonSpecific-Bethel Family Clinic
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Teri Zell
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
FW: Waste
Monday, January 28, 2019 4:07:54 PM

We’re just a bit unclear on the 1/10/19 Advisory notice on waste.
When we log stems and debris that are to be ground up and distributed through our living soil (for
taking to the dump) do we send you the log of waste product weight before we grind it up for the
bucket or do we send you the log when we actually get ready to take the bucket to the dump?
Thank you!
Teri Zell
Bad Gramm3r

^..^
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McConnell, Erika B (CED)
Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored); Uhryniak, Dave
Cannabis Track and Trace Blockchain Solution
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 10:19:15 AM

Ms. McConnell,
My name is Mike High and I am with Crowe’s Blockchain Practice. Our team has developed a cannabis
track and trace system that leverages blockchain technology. The goal for our cannabis track and trace
system is to provide all individuals within the cannabis supply chain ecosystem a seamless, end-to-end
tracking software that brings value to everyone involved.
As you play a critical role within the compliance and regulatory aspects of the cannabis industry, we
would enjoy connecting with you or someone on your team to provide further insight into the model and to
gain a better understanding of the cannabis regulations in Alaska.
Please let us know a convenient time to speak and we will arrange a call.
Best,
Michael High
Crowe LLP
Office: 954.202.8600 | Cell: 954.805.2190
mike.high@crowe.com
www.crowe.com
Note: Effective June 4, my firm has changed its name to Crowe LLP. Please update your records
accordingly to include my firm’s new name and my new email address mike.high@crowe.com

This email message is from Crowe LLP or one of its subsidiaries and may contain privileged or confidential information or
other information exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
by reply email immediately and delete this message without reading further or forwarding to others. This email is not
intended to be a contract or other legally binding obligation, and any tax advice expressed in this email should not be
construed as a formal tax opinion unless expressly stated. Visit www.crowe.com/disclosure for more information about
Crowe LLP and its subsidiaries.
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